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Remarks by President Herman Van Rompuy
following the European Council
This morning we spoke above all about foreign affairs. A lot is happening since our last
summit, for instance with Iran, in the Middle East, in central Africa. But the most
significant development for Europeans currently is the peaceful popular protest in Ukraine,
at "Maidan" and beyond.
Leaders are obviously all very concerned with the situation and following events closely.
Today all of us reconfirmed our message of strong support. The citizens of Ukraine have
shown again these last days how fully aware they are, of the historic nature of Europe's
offer. The most reliable road to a modern, open, independent Ukraine. And on behalf of the
entire European Council, I can say that our offer, the offer of political association and
closer trade ties, is still on the table. We are willing to sign, as soon as the country is ready.
We respect and regret the decision of Ukraine's government of late November not to sign.
But the future of our relations is for the long-term. We can't let that be compromised by
short-term calculations, by outside pressure. It must be a free choice.
To my mind, the future of Ukraine lies with Europe. One can try to slow it down, to block
it, but in the end no one can prevent it. Geography and history will always mean a special
relationship with Russia, of course we acknowledge that. We have made it abundantly
clear that the European Union's agreements with partner countries in the region are not at
Russia's expense. On the contrary, it is also set to benefit from it.
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At the end of the day, this is not about relations with either Brussels or Moscow. It is about
the Ukrainians finding agreement among themselves, charting together a course for their
own country. This must take place in peace and democratic dialogue, respecting
fundamental rights.
What we see at "Maidan" is a yearning for a better future. This thirst for freedom will not
disappear. And – perhaps most strikingly for us – this aspiration is expressed by men and
women, young and old, waving flags – waving the European flag and its stars of hope…
without a hint of cynicism. I cannot resist to say: that should make us reflect in our
countries.
This aspiration to come closer to the European Union is shared also by the people of
Georgia and of Moldova. And the European Council's message this morning is that we will
stand by the side of these countries in their choice, and that we are willing to speed up the
signing of the agreements with them, next August at the latest.
Let me now turn to the situation in the Central African Republic. This morning President
François Hollande shared the latest news on ongoing operations. This is the second time in
one year that France has courageously taken the initiative in the face of a serious crisis;
thanks to France's reaction in the Central African Republic, the disaster of civil war,
perhaps even genocide, has been averted; I want to commend France and the French
President for this.
The European Union of course supports this military effort; we are contributing
EUR 50 million to the African peacekeeping mission and providing EUR 60 million in
humanitarian aid for a suffering population. We have also asked the High Representative to
present options to foreign ministers in January for contributing to the stabilisation of the
country through an EU mission. Finally, as President of the European Council, I would like
to emphasise the importance of other Member States' contributions to the French operation.
In relation to our discussion on defence yesterday evening, this crisis again demonstrates –
if demonstration be needed – how important it is for European countries to have
appropriate response capabilities and means of coordination in place, so that we can live up
to our responsibilities when the need arises.
Let me briefly run through the rest of this morning's agenda. We spoke about asylum and
migration flows, and we welcome the operational actions taken since our last discussion,
after the Lampedusa disaster. We've asked our Ministers to monitor progress, and we will
come back to this in a broader setting in June.
We talked about Syria and the urgent need for more humanitarian aid, in the country itself
and in Lebanon in particular. Think of the tens of thousands of refugees out there, facing
cold and snow this Christmas.
We also had a discussion about Serbia, and reconfirmed that accession negotiations will
start on 21 January 2014.
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And finally, we came back to our overall work on competitiveness, growth and jobs. We
have been regularly assessing the progress on the Compact for Growth and Jobs, and will
continue doing so.
With President Werner Hoyer of the European Investment Bank, we followed up on the
EIB stepping up its lending to the economy, in particular to small and medium-sized
enterprises. From January, the new EU funds for 2014-2020 will be available including for
the Youth Employment Initiative. In the past year we have mobilised all possible levers to
spur the recovery forward, and thanks to this and all national efforts I am convinced 2014
will be a better year.
To conclude, let me express my huge gratitude to the Lithuanian Presidency and to the
Lithuanian President in particular. Dalia, you and your team have done a wonderful job.
From putting the last touches to the MFF, or European budget, to spectacular
breakthroughs on the Banking Union, a long overdue agreement on posted workers and not
to forget of course a memorable summit in Vilnius which we prepared closely together. It
was really a pleasure to work with you. I wish you all a merry Christmas!
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